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A two-dimensional investigation war carried out in the Kerril "ind
Tunnel at the California Institute of Technology to determine the effect
on low speed lift of retracting the lording edge of a thin, circular-arc
airfoil.
Several configurations were tried, some with a spanwise slot milled
into the upper surface so that the leading edge recess formed hy retrac-
tion could he utilized as an air intake to improve the flow. A comparison
was made "between the configurations with the leading edge retracted to
various positions and the "basic airfoil.
The investigation showed that leading edge retraction caused a linear
loss of maximum lift proportional to the percent reduction in chord up to
a critical position where lift and the stalling angle of attack increased
ahruptly. Thereafter, maximum lift was reduced at a rate higher than
the chord reduction. The effect of the slot was negligihle.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Sharp leading-edged, thin airfoils hay- poor low speed character! sties,
particularly maximum lift coefficient. Recently these airfoils have "been
introduced to advance the supersonic capahilities of fighter aircraft. In
order to approach rerasonahle landing speeds the airfoils have had to "be
modified to incorporate high lift devices such as nose flaps, slats or
"boundary layer control. These devices have several disadvantages. 'Tose
flaps and slats on thin airfoils must employ partially external actuators
to provide and support the moment during low speed operation, "but during
high speed flight the actuators contribute considerably to drag, boundary
layer control is usually dependent on engine operation. Supersonic air-
craft should have a "dead stick" lending capability to take advantage of
the excellent glide ratio and the usual high altitude and high speed of
operation. Boundary layer control further imposes a constraint, though of
less imrortance, on engine performance in that maximum thrust cannot he
developed at "both the high lift and high speed configurations. The dis-
advantages of presently em-nloyed devices prompted this investigation into
the potentialities of leading edge retraction, a mechanically simple opera-
tion.
Tliin airfoil stall is characterized "by a separated region or ""bubble*
at the leading edge which grows chordwise with increasing angle of attack
until it reaches the trailing edge and the wing stalls (Itef. 1). The
separation at the leading edge is caused, hy the inability of the flow to
negotiate the very email nose radius. The mechanism of reattachment of
the flow is not fully understood (Ref. 1), hut it seems logical that the
flow is aided hy a vortex pattern which appears within the "buhhle.
It occurred to the author that hy retracting a small portion of the
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leading edge the flow right he turned fror the Btngnr tion point to the
upper surface in stages. Interaction "between the edges formed "by the
retraction might simulnte n greater nose radius rmd cause p delay in
st^ll. Another rosrihility of flow improvement at high angle of attack
might exist in retracting the leading edge within the wing to form an air
intake for re-energizing the confused flow within the "bubhle. The ohvious
disadvantage to leading edge retraction is the Iosf in wing nrea. There-
fore, to make a significant contribution to low speed lift the retraction
must increase the lift coefficient "based on the original chord.
The investigation was conducted in the Merrill '/lnd Tunnel of the
Guggenheim Aeronautical Lnhoratory nt the California Institute of Tech-




The teats were conducted in the Merrill Wind Tunnel, a closed-circuit
type with a 32 hy U-5 inch test section and a 6:1 contraction ratio. Tower
was supplied "by a 75 H.P. constant sneed r lectric motor driving a three-
bladed electric pitch controlled propeller giving a speed range of to
180 mph. Puring the tests there were three 32-nesh wire screens mounted
at the entrance to the contracting section to decrease turbulence.
The model tested was a circular arc 6 percent thick nirfoil of 10 inch
chord and 2h inch span. The model was fabricated from full span components
in order to permit various confi {durations. The components were contoured
from "brass on a horizontal planer anc? hand finished with a file and fine
emery paper. The "base of the model consisted of the aft 50 percent of
chord and a tongue. The various configurations wem achieved "by bolting
upper end lower contoured sections to the tongue, leaving a space for re-
tracting the leading edge. The first configuration provided the largest
recess. Thereafter, the configurrtions restricted the recess more each
tim*3 and the leading edge piece wos then milled in thickness to fit. This
method prevented retesting a configuration after an alteration had "been
made "but it oermitted several configurations with only one leading edge
piece, saving considerable time and money, l^igures 1 and 2 show sectional
views of the components. Significant chordwise dimensions rre listed in
Table I.
A spanwise slot was incorporated in one upper-surfpce section. The
slot was maintained by eight 0.0625 inch brass fingers which were secured
in milled recesses in the fore piece by solder. The fingers were secured
to simultaneously cut recesses in the main piece by glyptol glue. The slot

was nltered in sha-oe once and in size several times curing the teste
(?ig. 3). The size change wns achieved "by shifting the ur^er leading
edge out or in. This changed the UT-rer chord nhout 0.010 inches, hut
the effect on curvature was negli^ihle.
The model configurations were designated hy a four-digit descriptive
number as follows: (top piece) (slot configuration, if nny) ("bottom
piece) dash (leading edge position). There were two top pieces, numbers
1 and 2, and three "bottom pieces, numbers 1, 2, and 3. Top piece numher
1 had four slot configurations: n, h, c, and d. The lending edge posi-
tions were descrihed hy numhers through 7, hy a position called "flush"
which indicated when the leading edge wns flush with the top piece edge,
and hy a position called ""basic" which wns the fully extended position
making up the "basic circular-.** re airfoil. Intermediate positions were
descrihed hy hundredths of the space "between the numhers, i.e.—leading
edge position half way "between ^ and 5: ^.50. In all configurations the
top piece extended ahead of the "bottom piece and hence the top piece de-
fined the chord when the leading edge wns retracted "beyond the flush posi-
tion.
Circular end-plntes 15 inches in diameter were secured to the hase
piece. Tbe outer edges were "beveled 15 degrees to decrease the influence
of the end plates on the model. The inner faces ahead of the hase -oiece
were milled to receive the ends of the retractable leading edge. A .125
inch wide slot wns milled into each receiver so that two .125 inch locking
holts tapped into each end of the leading edge piece could ride during re-
traction. The leading edge was fixed into the various positions hy tight-
ening the locking holts. The positions were indicated hy marking the end
rlates at approximately every 1/k inch nnd using the hase end of the lead-
ing edge piece as a reference.
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The model vns mounted on n three point suoaort in the wind tunnel.
There wore two forward struts which connected to trunion nine at the 50
percent chord point on the model outhoerd o-f the pad rl.-ites. The tail
support connected to a 1/2 inch diameter spanwise rod joined on each end
to 1° inch toil stings counted on th*» end ^lates. The three supports
went through the test section floor to connect with the Valance system.
^gura h sbovs the model oV hnlnnoe system, ^pires 5 and ^ show the
model in the test section with leading odge retracted to position Li.
The halancs wan modified to support the revere dynamic loedp iimoned
hy the model at stall (*!g. 7). A 1/2 x 1 r 8 inch her wan connected at
tho toil su-orort -civot to the an^la of ettee^ setting moment arm, A
similar Vnr wa3 connected to * gusset on the inner lift frame, '"he -free
ends of the "bar^ wore concocted hy n wide- flange she^t met^l clamp secured
hy two volts and wing nut?. After the engle of attacV wes set, the clomp
was tightened to oermlt the rigidity of the lift frome to ^f\r^ the oscil-
lation of the relatively week balance moment err.
Static measurements showed the lift halanoe to >»e accurate to ± .01
pounds. Accuracy of results is discussed in section IV.
Besides force measurements umer surface nreesure end tu^t surveys
were made. The aressure surveys vere conducted with a stetic pressure
•nrohe made from .03? inch O.P. stainless steel tuhing. To minimize the ef-
fect of orientation and yaw, three evenly saaced ^o. 80 holes were drilled
circumferentinlly .75 inches from the nose of the prohe. Fine piano wire
(,012 M dia. ) was soldered into the front end of the prohe and extended for-
ward in the tunnel through s small grommet rttached to an unper hanger made
of the same wire and out the- "bottom on the tunnel just ehead of the test
section. Th^ prohe was 13 inches long. A rubber hose end another fine
wire were attached to the rear of the nrohe at an expanding section. The
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hose and wire passed through a nylon housing which was secured to tho aft
model support. The nylon housing carried the hoso outside the test sec-
tion. The pressure was measured on an alcohol micromanometer referenced
to stream static pressure. The pro"be was adjusted "by the fore and aft
wires. The upper hanger was used to support the fore wire tangent to the
leading edge, requiring adjustment with change in angle of attack. The
prohe positions were identified hy l/2 M marks numhered through 20 on the
wing starting at the trailing edge with 0. A stripe of "bluing "behind the
static holes on the tirohe aided their alignment with the marks of the wing.
The survey was accomplished nose to tail without interruption, the only de-
lay "being caused "by the time lag in pressure stabilization due to the damp-
ing of the small tube. Figures 8 and 9 show the probe and set-up.
The tuft surveys wera carried out with a prohe made from 1/U inch drill
rod, tapered and fitted at one end with .032 inch stainless steel tuhing.





Much of the tenting of the nod el was carried out jointly with another
investigator (Ref. 2). Lift measurement a were made for all of the model
configurations; drag measurements were made for some configurations. The
"balance modification precluded any m-vnent measurements. Since this report
is concerned with the effect of leading edge retraction on lift only, no
further reference will b^ made to the drag measurements.
Lift data was measured directly hy the hnlance system and corrected
"by an aerodynamic tnre taken with the model removed from the endplates and
suo-norts. *Jo wind tunnel "boundary corrections were made. The tare war,
run at n dynamic rrespure, q, of 20 lbs. /ft. . All other runs were made at
q « 25 lhs./ft. . TVe Reynolds numher "based on a 10 inch chord was
710,000. ^e lift measurements were converted to coefficient form and
slotted during each run so that ouestionahle points or ohperved t>henomena
could ha double-checked. The hasic 10 inch chord was assumed for .^ll con-
figurations and leading edge positions in converting to lift coefficient
so that realistic comparison could he m*de "between the configurations and
the unaltered airfoil. A record of th» repeat ahility of the data was kept
in order to determine the experimental error.
A hasic airfoil configuration was run nfter each modification to the
model. On the initial hasic configuration test, the loading edge piece
junctures with the upner and lower components were covered with scotch
tape to minimize any effect of some sharr. edge irregularities, lepe^ting
the run with the scotch tape removed showed the tape to have no noticeahle
effect. Fcotch tape was also utilized to cover the various spanwise slots.
Comparing these runs with the open-slot runs enahled the slot effectiveness
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to "be determined. Runs daring which tr»T>n v/^s employed are designated by
(ts) at the end of the configuration nunher.
The leading edge was retrrcted froir the haeic position ster> "by sten
to the fully retracted position. At ench step force men surer ante were
mnde, usually over a range of ?.ngle of attack from -2 to Ik degress.
Several times the range of angle of attack was limited to the upper por-
tion of the lift curve.
Pressure and tuft surveys were made over the upper surface of some
configurations in an effort to rescrihe variations in lift measurements
"between leading edf^e positions. The model was set at the desired engle
of attack and a survey accomplished. The angle of ^ttick wes then alter-
ed, nnd in the case of the r-re^sure survey the ^rohe was re-nligned to
travel tangent to the model surface. The run was repented. Hie tuft sur-
vey was conducted hy Positioning the tuft with the prohe, observing the
action, and sketching it. p,he tunnel speed for the surveys wps the same
as for the force measurements.
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IV. IGSDLTS AND DISCUSSION
The lift measurements as determined "by repeatability were accurate
to ± .0^ pounds, equivalent in lift coefficient to * .001, ur to the stal-
ling angle of attack. In the immediate vicinity of the stalling angle the
lift measurements were accurate to - .12 pounds, and at higher angles the
accuracy was ± .20 pounds.
The most important ohservation in the investigation was the occurrence
of a favorable "but critical leading edge position (Pigs. 10-13). Note in
particular Figure 12. Retracting the leading edge caused a decrease in
the maximum lift coefficient hased on the original chord up to a certain
position defined here as the critical position. At this point, Co made
"max
an abrupt increase to equal or exceed the basic maximum lift coefficient.
Further retraction caused an abrupt decrease In Co with the least Cn
<max \ max
occurring in most cases where the upper edge and leading edge were in the
same vertical plane. Retraction within the wing had only a slight effect
over the already reduced Co . This behavior suggests three regions for
-i max
discussion: (1) the -positions before critical, (2) the critical position,
and (3) the positions after critical where the leading edge is fully within
the wing.
(A). Before critical .
The reduction of lift due to retraction of the leading edge from
the "basic position to a -position approximately one percent of chord
from the flush position was linear. Correcting the lift coefficient
for reduction in chord produced a constant coefficient for this
region showing that the reduction was due entirely to loss in wing
area (Pigs. 10, 12, and 13). The upper portions of the lift curves
for all configurations are shown in Figures Ik through 19. Com-.
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paring the different configurations at positions 5 *nd 6 showed no
significant effect due to configuration. Throughout this region the
nose piece was not retracted sufficiently to open the slot.
(B). The critioal position .
As the lending edge was retracted to the vicinity of the upper
edge, lift abruptly increased. Retraction in this region over a range
of less then one percent chord caused a change from the low, chord re-
duced lift coefficient to a maximum lift coefficient, followed "by a
decrease to a minimum lift coefficient. The stalling angle of attack
was 10 degrees for every position except the critical where it was 12
degrees. The slope of the lift curve for the critical position was
less than the slope of the lift curve for the "basic airfoil.
The critical position was not achieved for ev^ry configuration
"because of the extreme sensitivity of the position. The first con-
figuration tested was configuration lal (Fig. Ik). At position U the
lift increased substantially and ex increased to 12 degrees. The
second configuration when tested at position ft showed only a slight
increase in lift (Fig. 15) • The third configuration showed no Increase.
The other tests were similarly inconsistent at position k. The results
were further confused when scotch tape was placed over the slots and
the tents were repeated showing in some cases the lift to "be higher
and in some oases the lift to he lower, '.'hen the maximum lift coef-
ficients for all configurations at position 4 were ^lotted, the curves
showed a variation of nearly 30 percent of the "basic lift coefficient.
This inconsistency -oointed to the high sensitivity of T>o?ition.
The model was re-aseemhled. in configuration ld2 and carefully
tested in the critical region C^ig. 1?). Variations of .005 inch in
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retraction produced considerable change in maximum lift coefficient
(Fig. 11). This .005 inch variation was much less than the position-
ing error and explained the inconsistency first noted. In fact, the
model leading edge accuracy when compared to a spanwiee straight-edge
showed a variation of ± .020 inches. The critical position was locat-
ed by trial and error: and. when maximum lift was ohtained, the posi-
tion was called k.00. Configuration ld3 was then carefully tested and
the critical position achieved (Figs. 12 and 18). Prior to assembling
and testing configuration 23, the leading edges were worked over and
the 8traight-er!ge variation was decreased to - .010 inches.
The slot effect in the criticr.l region was negligible. Figure 20
shows the comparison of ld3-^ and Id3-Mts) where the critical posi-
tion was achieved, and Figure 21 shows the conroarison of lc2-k and
lc2-k(ts) where the critical position was not quite achieved. The
tuft surveys for these configurations showed the flow to he up-Btream
on the surface of the wing in the vicinity of the slot (Fig. 22). In
one case the tuft was sucked into the slot from the upper surface hut
the suction was very weak. The tuft could usually he made to lie across
the slot or in it at will, pointed in the up-wind direction.
The slot and taped slot configurations of ld3-k at the stalling
angle of attack were compared "by pressure surveys. As is shown in
Figure 23 the slot effect was to decrease the ahsolute magnitude of
pressure over the first 15 percent of the urrper surface and to slightly
increase it over the remainder of the wing. The net effect was a zero
change in lift. The small change in pressure distribution would
probably have a very slight effect on drag and pitching moment. Fig-
ure 2k shows a similar slot effect. The small pressure peaks occur-
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ring 82.5 percent from trailing erlge are caused "by the influence of
the slot on the probe, l^ow here wag not elways parallel to the
static orifices causing a dynamic component of pressure to he picked
up.
The mechanism for the achievement of higher lift and later stall
is not known. It is suggested, however, that at the critical position
a vortex fonts "between the leading edge and upper edge and permits
the flow to attack the upper edge at an angle more fnvorahle for
negotiation than if e. stagnation point existed. Sketches in ^gure 25
illustrate the hypothesis. The supposition of an aiding vortex is
advanced hy a test on configuration ld.2-k where scotch tape was used
to cover the three edges to form a triangular shaded, nose (Fig. 17).
The tape prevented the action of the supposed aiding vortex and the
resulting lift was considerahly less than the non-taped critical posi-
tion lift. The stalling angle of attack of the tar>ed-edge configura-
tion wn? 10 degrees wherens the stalling angle of attack of the non-
taped configuration was 12 degrees. The taped-edge configuration lift
curve resembled the curves of the configurations on either side of the
critical position.
An attempt vat made to more clearly define the critical position.
The angle formed with the chord line hy a line connecting the leading
edge and the upper edge was measured, because of the spanwise ir-
regxxlarities this angle varied considerahly. rnhe angle was determined
from the average of several measurement* made at different spanwise
stations to he 59 degrees. Probably the critical position was not




An opr>ortunity to evaluate the scale effeot on the critical posi-
tion occurred "between configurations ld3 and 23. The increment of
C "between the "basic position and the critical position when cor-
ns
rected for decrease in chord was .077 for configuration ld3 and .0^
for configuration 23. The critical angle was approximately the same
in each configuration, "but the vertical distance "between the edges was
less for configuration 23 then for configuration ld3. The ratio of
vertical distances w<s determined from the data in Tahle I to "be O.58.
The ratio of /\Cn was 0.57. These ratios indicated a linear increase
'max
in Cn with an increase in scale. A further pursuit of similarity
^max
could not "be made "because the governing narameters were not all known.
(C). After critical .
detraction of the leading edge into the wing was to provide an
intake for air to re-energize the flow in the "buhble and therehy aid
flow re-attachment and delay stall.
The method was ineffective as is shown in "Figures 10 and 12. In
no configuration of this region did the maximum lift coefficient in-
crease ahove the chord- reduced coefficient. In configuration la2 the




flush or intermediate positions (Fig. 10). In configuration ld3 the
flush position was higher (Fig. 12).
The effect of the slot for the fully retracted position is il-
lustrated in Figures 20 and 21. For configuration ld3-0 the slot
caused an earlier stall than for the taped-slot. The taped-slot lift
curve slope was not linear, whereas the slope of the slot lift curve
was linear. Figure 2U shows the pressure distribution for configura-
tions lc2-0 and lc2-0(ts). The effect of the slot was opposite to that
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of position 4 previously described. The slot caused a negative pres-
sure peak over the ores ahead of it which wns ahout 70 percent higher
th;n the pressure of the taped-slot configuration. If a substantial
pressure recovery could "be gotten hy the intake, tbis pressure peak
could prohahly he increased sufficiently to cause a significant in-
crease in lift. The required pressure recovery was not poBsihle with
the configurations tried "because the stagnation point was helow the
lower leading edge at high engles of attack.
A comparison of the effects of the various slots and configura-
tions with the lending edge fully retracted is shown in Figure 26.
The poorest configuration was lh2-0 where the slot gap was the greatest
The "best configurations were lc2-0, lc2-0(ms), and la2-0. Slots a
and c were the same size, hut smaller than slot h. The configuration
lc2-(ms) is shown in figure 21. It was an intake modification made
in an attempt to improve the flow, hut very little difference in lift
w~s noted.
To summarize, leading edge retraction from the hasic airfoil configura-
tion to the fully retracted position produced three distinct regions of
interest. The first was the region of initial retraction where the lift
decreased in proportion to the chord. The second was the region where the
leading edge and upper edge interacted. Favorahle interaction occurred nt
the critical position, causing a 2 degree increase in the stalling angle
of attack and an increase in lift coefficient. The slope of the lift
curve for the critical position was less then the slone of the lift curve
for the hasic configuration. The third region was the range of position
where the leading edge was retracted past the flush position. The air
intake and slot were ineffective in producing n significant increase in
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11ft "because the pressure recovery wns very small.
The effect of the lower edge was insignificant in th* confi .durations
tested. However, in view of the critical position phenomena, there may
he a henefit realized hy having the lower edge in a forward stagger posi-
tion. To investigate this "both the lower edge and leading edge roust he
movahle.
The possihility of using lending edge retraction as a high lift de-
vice is indicated hy the results. The lift increase achieved here wr-e
not in itself sufficient, hut the indication of an increase in lift with
an increase in scale leads to the possihility that a substantial lift in-
crease may he gained with a very small chord retraction.
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V. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The following conclusions can "be drawn from the investigation on the
effect of leading edge retraction on low speed lift of a 6 percent thick
ciroular-arc airfoil:
1. Retraction of the leading edge caused an advantageous flow -phenomenon
at a critical position which warrants further study.
2. Retraction of the leading edge toast the critical position was dis-
advantageous. The use of the space as an intake et high angles of attack
was not satisfactory.
3. The slot did not significantly improve lift for the fully retracted
lending edge. It was ineffective at the critical position.
It is recommended that the investigation of the criticr.l -osition
phenomenon he continued. Larger scale tests with accurate positioning
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"basic la,l*b,lc,ld 10.000 10.000
7 la,l"b,lc,ld 9.867 9.867 1.33
"basic 2 9.8U0 9.8^0
6 la,rb,lc,ld 9.617 9.617 3.83
6 2 9.617 9.617 2.25
5 la.lh.lc.ld 9.367 9.367 6.33
5 2 9.367 9.367 ^.72
flush 2 9.285 9.285 5.65
U 2 9.285 9.100
^ la,l"b,lc,ld 9.100 9.100 9.00
flush 11> 9.060 9.060 9.^0
flush la.lc 9.0U0 9.0*K) 9.60
































Fig. 4 Model and Balance System.
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Fig. 5 End View of Model in Test Section,
End Plate Removed. Leading Edge at
Position 4.




Fig. 7 Balance System Modification (Arrow),
Fig. 8 Pressure Survey Probe Set-up.
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:riG. 23. THE. EFFECT OF.ANGLE OF




FIG* .24. ..THE EFFECT OP IEADIBG EDGE





















26. EFFECT OP SLOT SIZE ASty CONFIGURATION
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as a high lift device.
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